
For public sector organisations, making “business as usual” 
more efficient is simply not an option. Dealing with future budget 
restrictions, in the face of rising service expectations, requires more 
fundamental change. And that needs commitment at the very top 
level.

GOSS has helped dozens of public sector organisations to move more 
service delivery to lower-cost channels, enabling them to improve service 
while making significant savings. For many organisations, savings of at 
least £1 million per year are readily achievable.

However, this essential journey requires co-operation at every level and 
across every service, from the very top down. GOSS has long experience of 
bringing senior management together in a workshop setting to learn about 
the Channel Shift opportunity; understand the cost and service delivery 
implications for their own department; and lend their proactive support to 
Channel Shift efforts across the organisation.

GET LEADERS 
ON BOARD FOR 
CHANNEL SHIFT

Key benefits include
  Highly interactive, engaging format

  Achieve understanding and “buy-in”

  Specifically for local government

  Up to 100 senior managers

  Create foundation for change

  Develop organisational consensus

  Enable trickle-down communication

  Tailored for your Council’s needs

 www.gossinteractive.com/senior-management-engagement-workshop DATASHEET

The public sector experience 
of the GOSS consultants was 
essential, as local authorities are 
culturally very different from 
the private sector. I would fully 
recommend this workshop 
to other local authorities looking 
to develop a practical approach 
to Channel Shift.

ALAN WHISKER, CUSTOMER SERVICE 
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, STIRLING COUNCIL

Senior Management  
Engagement Workshop



Public Sector organisations have a culture quite unlike any other 
kind of organisation. Understandably, almost every service head 
believes their service to be important and unique, and resistance 
to perceived interference can be a real stumbling block to change. 
Demonstrating the real, cost-saving opportunities offered by 
Channel Shift is a critical first step to gaining senior management 
support and buy-in.

Using highly relevant real world examples and insights from successful local government 
Channel Shift cases, the GOSS Senior Management Engagement Workshop puts your 
own organisation’s challenges into a national perspective, demonstrating the savings and 
opportunities that service transformation can bring.

In a single full or half-day workshop up to 100 managers can gain a clear view of Channel 
Shift, and go on to champion change among their own team.

  Defining key goals:  
Sharing managers’ objectives and 
aspirations for the Council’s Channel Shift 
journey.

  Agreeing first steps:  
Capturing the team’s ideas and 
enthusiasm to generate concrete next 
steps for the Council.

 
New feature:

  Persona engagement: 
Introduction to personas and “speed 
dating” with persona actors.

Key features

Introducing GOSS Senior Management  
Engagement Workshop

Our core Senior Management 
Engagement Workshop service includes:

  Local and national perspectives: 
Understand the context of the Council’s 
challenges, and the progress being made 
in Channel Shift around the UK.

  Measuring the current position: 
Interactive, service-based SWOT analysis 
of the organisation’s current status.

  Scenario setting exercise: 
Demonstrating the potential for change by 
investigating possible Channel Shift gains 
in actual Council scenarios.

GOSS held a workshop 
with all the council service 
heads. We realised if we could 
move a third more activity to the 
web, we could achieve some 
major efficiency savings. 
 
ANDREW PICKESS, BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER,  
BASILDON BOROUGH COUNCIL

Book a workshop today
If senior managers aren’t fully committed, Channel Shift can never truly succeed. 
Contact us today to talk about how our local government Channel Shift specialists 
can help to engage your most senior stakeholders. 
 
W: www.gossinteractive.com  E: enquiries@gossinteractive.com  T: 0844 880 3637

Get started now
Complete our online form  
to get started. 
 
 
www.gossinteractive.com

Channel Shift specalists from GOSS 
Interactive have delivered numerous 
projects across the public sector using our 
unique Six Steps to Channel Shift strategy. 
Over 70 organisations have worked with 
GOSS to achieve successful Channel Shift, 
often with seven-figure cost savings. 

Why GOSS Interactive?

LEADERSHIP

CUSTOMER INSIGHT

CHANNEL INSIGHT

CHANNEL ACCESS STRATEGY

CHANNEL IMPROVEMENTS

PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS


